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Getting Started Guide
Design bespoke solutions for a project, comprising a series of valves in any order and orientation
(where applicable) using a schematic drag and drop system. The Bifold Circuit Designer (BCD)
provides all the required information to complete a project quote, including full part code, price*,
system description, performance, and lead time, along with associated documentation.

* Prices available in Rotork and Agent versions only. For Bifold Customer version, please contact Bifold
for pricing.

Project Centre
Projects
After launching the BCD, the Project Centre will appear. All the projects associated with the user’s
office location will be displayed here.
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The following controls are available:

Create New Project – The new project dialog will appear asking for project information.
Specifying a project folder will allow the BCD to save any documentation in the project specific
folder.

Delete Project – The selected project will be deleted.

Edit Project – Edit the project details, including description, project folder and notes.

Copy Project – Creates a new project but copies all the existing project lines from the
selected project.

View Project Folder – Opens the project folder to view any documentation.

Project Lines
The project lines grid will display all the created circuits that are associated with the selected project.
The following controls are available:
Add Project Line – The circuit design form will open (see section 2 for details on how to design
a circuit). Once finished, clicking the Save button will open the Add Project Line dialog toattach a
bespoke reference or notes to the circuit, before returning to the Project Centre.
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Delete Project Line – The selected project line will be deleted from the project.
Edit Project – The design form will re-open the previously designed selected circuit. From
here, modifications to the schematic or configuration can be made before saving or saving a copy of
the project line. The Edit Project feature can also be launched by doubling clicking the project line.
The Reference, Price and Notes can be edited within the Project Centre by editing the cells directly.

Circuit Design
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System Sizing
It is assumed that the correct control panel sizing calculations have been completed in AX prior to
entering the BCD. The BCD offers ¼”, ½” and 1” base systems with associated port sizes. Select the
size and connections for your system.

Schematic
Start to design your system by dragging your chosen schematic from the ‘Manifold Schematics’
palette, into the ‘System Design Pane’ and drop it within the green square.

The ½” and 1” base systems include pilot valves and volume boosters which enables ¼” components to
be added to the vertical pilot line. Only schematics from the ‘Stacker Valves’ section of the palette can
be used in the pilot line.
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Schematic Options
Right click on schematics to flip (where applicable), insert and delete items.

Non-Manifold Components
There is a second palette of schematics containing non-manifold items. These items do not
contribute to the modular system and therefore are not shown in the Schematic Code. They are for
the purpose of completing the full system schematic in order to display the complete offering on the
schematic datasheet (detailed in Schematic Datasheet Section section), and these items will
contribute to the flow properties. This is useful if a QEV is required on the exhaust line for example.
Please note therefore that any non-manifold items would have to be added to the AX control panel
quote as separate line items.
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Simply drag and drop the non-manifold items into the green square as before. The dashed line
shows the bounds of the modular solution.

Exhaust Options
Complete your system by selecting any exhaust options.

System Properties
The system properties will automatically update as you build up your system. Displayed are the
weight and the flow performance of the system. This can be useful to check if your designed system
will match the required flow performance in your customer specification. As previously mentioned,
non-manifold schematics are included in the flow characteristics.

The Fill and Exhaust performance calculations are broken down into CV, kV and Q (flow in nominal
litres/min). Hovering over the ‘i’ symbol shows a tool tip explaining the assumed system parameters
used in the flow calculations.
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Valve Configuration and Pricing
Move through the comboboxes, selecting options applicable to your designed system. Once
complete, click the ‘Calculate Price’ button to show the system price. The price of the non-manifold
items are also listed to give a total system price.

System Code and Description
The configurator will display the Schematic Code defining the function of the system, and the
Configuration Code detailing valve specific attributes. Together they form the Complete Solution
Code which is used to order the system from Bifold.

A system description detailing the components within the designed system is also automatically
produced. This can be copied back into the Technical Clause document in AX.
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Document Creation
Once the system has been fully designed, it is possible to create a range of documents:

Schematic Datasheet
Click the ‘Schematic’ button:

As shown below, this document displays the complete schematic and a breakdown of the bill of
materials (BOM) for that complete solution.
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Solid Edge 3D model (Solid Edge ST4 or above required)
Click the ‘Create Assy’ button:

As shown below, this document shows the complete Modular Solution in 3D.

Solid Edge Dimensional/Assembly Drawing (Solid Edge ST4 or above required)
Click the ‘Create Draft’ button:

As shown below, this document shows a series of 2D dimensional views of the complete
Modular Solution in and a bill of materials.
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3D stp file (Solid Edge ST4 or above required)
Click the ‘Create Step’ button:

This document is a CAD file format that can be used to share 3D models between users with
different CAD systems.

Separate valves
If a customer is specified in to a separates solution rather than a modular solution, you have the ability
to determine the associated separates BOM through the BCD. By clicking the separates button:

a new form will appear detailing the stand alone items required to form the schematic
function designed.
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The Bifold part number, quantity and price (Rotork and Agent versions) are displayed on each
line of the BOM. Estimates of connections, adapters and tubing required are also presented.
Where available, each line will also display a folder icon

meaning that the document pack for that

item can be downloaded. Either click the individual line’s icon to get a single document pack, or
clicking the ‘Download Selected Datasheets’ button will download document pack for those items
where there is a tick in the ‘Download’ column. The document pack contains a 3D model, bespoke
datasheet and installation drawing.
Again a schematic datasheet can be generated for the designed system by clicking the ‘Create
Schematic’ button. The BOM table will reflect the separates BOM.
All documents are downloaded or saved to the project specified folder. If no folder is specified then
they are saved to the default location C:\Users\Public\Documents\Bifold Manifold
Configurator\Manifold Files
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Creating a BOM in AX (Rotork Version only)
Also present in the BOM table are the item’s associated ‘AX Generic Item No.’ which can be used to
recreate this BOM within AX (example below).
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